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You know you're on GYE for a while when...
Posted by ZemirosShabbos - 07 Mar 2011 18:02
_____________________________________

1. there are no DEAD batteries, only powerless ones

2. you count the steps going to the second floor and there are only 11 steps. You call a
contractor...

3. You kid runs in saying he fell, you say "fell shmell"

4. You tell your friend that you called because you 'Just wanted to say hi' and hang up

5. sometimes you feel that now you are 'Just Having Fun'

6. every Gerrer chusid gets surreptitious looks, 'maybe he is the heiliger Guard'...

7. when you meet someone new you tell them "hi and welcome, you should be getting the
official welcome package soon..."

8. passing roadkill is a meaningful experience

9. if someone says the Bardichever lived 200 years ago, you say 'nuh uh, he lives in Kentucky
and drives a big truck and sells ice cream

10. you are at a bris and you hear the baby is named 'Dov' and you go over to the baal simcha
and say that is a beautiful name, he asks "why so?" and you say ummmm, well you see, it's a
long story, not for now and change the subject
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11. you go in to meet an adam gadol and he asks you how things are going, you say "Baruch
HaTatty"

12. you are at the grocery and you stop at the 7up and start grinning

carry on folks, if we get to 90 then we can be on the chart 

========================================================================
====

Re: You know you're on GYE for a while when...
Posted by stillgoing - 18 Nov 2015 23:27
_____________________________________

When you tell the bank teller "Have a great day - unless, of course, you made other plans".

========================================================================
====

Re: You know you're on GYE for a while when...
Posted by cordnoy - 19 Nov 2015 13:12
_____________________________________

stillgoing wrote:

When you tell the bank teller "Have a great day - unless, of course, you made other plans".

Yankel could provide a good dose of sanity here....somethin' that is desperately needed.

========================================================================
====

Re: You know you're on GYE for a while when...
Posted by stillgoing - 19 Nov 2015 16:52
_____________________________________
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Cordnoy

Yankel could provide a good dose of sanity here....somethin' that is desperately needed. 
I sent him an email. Lets see if he chimes in.

========================================================================
====

Re: You know you're on GYE for a while when...
Posted by Markz - 16 Sep 2018 04:36
_____________________________________

Eye.nonymous wrote on 21 Oct 2011 10:02:

When you find yourself telling your auto mechanic, "I don't care if you do a perfect job; I just
want a progressive victory over rust."

Where did all THESE old timers go to???

========================================================================
====

Re: You know you're on GYE for a while when...
Posted by mikestrucking - 14 Feb 2019 22:16
_____________________________________

Every time I type the word "my" into my keyboard the suggested words are "therapist" "wife" or
"sponsor"

========================================================================
====

Re: You know you're on GYE for a while when...
Posted by EscapeArtist - 17 Feb 2019 05:25
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_____________________________________

...your wife starts wishing you'd go back to watching p*rn...

========================================================================
====

Re: You know you're on GYE for a while when...
Posted by Shteeble - 17 Feb 2019 09:44
_____________________________________

when you start wishing that GYE (GUE) had an "I Remember When" section.

========================================================================
====

Re: You know you're on GYE for a while when...
Posted by otr8875 - 17 Feb 2019 13:02
_____________________________________

Shteeble wrote on 17 Feb 2019 09:44:

when you start wishing that GYE (GUE) had an "I Remember When" section.

I remember Uri. 

========================================================================
====

Re: You know you're on GYE for a while when...
Posted by otr8875 - 17 Feb 2019 13:15
_____________________________________

When you'll drive a few hours to go meet smeone whose name you don't know, to sit and have
a soda or sushi or something and just talk about how that's helping you stay clean. (moshikos
anyone?)

========================================================================
====

Re: You know you're on GYE for a while when...
Posted by i-man - 22 Feb 2019 03:52
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_____________________________________

You know that theres an airport in Ecuador named José Joaquín de Olmedo International
Airport ....

========================================================================
====
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